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Abstract 

Theories are difficult to directly confront with reality. Economists therefore build models of their theories. Those 

models are representations that are directly examined and manipulated to indirectly say something about the target 

systems. Even though all theories and models are false, they may still possibly serve our pursuit of truth. But then 

they cannot be unrealistic or false in any way. The falsehood has to be qualified. Many of the standard assumptions 

made in neoclassical economic theory are not possible to make more realistic by de-idealization or successive 

approximations without altering the theory and its models fundamentally. Three examples from neoclassical 

economics textbooks – on wage rigidities, the law of demand and revealed preferences – are given to warrant the 

assertion that some of the model assumptions made by neoclassical economics are restrictive – rather than harmless – 

and a fortiori cannot in any sensible meaning be considered approximations at all. 

Keywords: Wage rigidities; the law of demand; Sonnenschein-Mantel-Debreu theorem; revealed preference theory; 

the fallacy of composition; method of successive approximations; restrictive model assumptions. 
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Introduction 

Most models in science are representations of something else. Models “stand for” or “depict” 

specific parts of a target system – usually the real world. All theories and models have to use sign 

vehicles to convey some kind of content that may be used for saying something of the target 

system. But purpose-built assumptions - like “rational expectations” or “representative actors” - 

made solely to secure a way of reaching deductively validated results in mathematical models, 

are of little value if they cannot be validated outside of the model. 

All empirical sciences use simplifying or unrealistic assumptions in their modeling activities. 

That is not the issue – as long as the assumptions made are not unrealistic in the wrong way or 

for the wrong reasons. 

Theories are difficult to directly confront with reality. Economists therefore build models of their 

theories. Those models are representations that are directly examined and manipulated to 

indirectly say something about the target systems. 

But models do not only face theory. They also have to look to the world. Being able to model a 

“credible world,” a world that somehow could be considered real or similar to the real world, is 

not equivalent to actually investigating the real world. Even though all theories and models are 

false, since they simplify, they may still possibly serve our pursuit of truth. But then they cannot 

be unrealistic or false in any way. The falsehood or unrealisticness has to be qualified. 

Some of the standard assumptions made in neoclassical economic theory – on rationality, 

information handling and types of uncertainty – are not possible to make more realistic by de-

idealization or successive approximations without altering the theory and its models 

fundamentally. 

If we cannot show that the mechanisms or causes we isolate and handle in our models are stable, 

in the sense that what when we export them from are models to our target systems they do not 

change from one situation to another, then they only hold under ceteris paribus conditions and a 

fortiori are of limited value for our understanding, explanation and prediction of our real world 

target system. 

The obvious shortcoming of the basically epistemic – rather than ontological – neoclassical 

modeling approach is that similarity or resemblance tout court do not guarantee that the 

correspondence between model and target is interesting, relevant, revealing or somehow adequate 

in terms of mechanisms, causal powers, capacities or tendencies. No matter how many 

convoluted refinements of concepts made in the model, if the successive approximations do not 

result in models similar to reality in the appropriate respects – such as structure, isomorphism etc 

– the surrogate system becomes a substitute system that does not bridge to the world but rather 

misses its target. 

Constructing “minimal macroeconomic models” or using economic models as “stylized facts” or 

“stylized pictures” somehow successively approximating economic reality, is a rather 

unimpressive attempt at legitimizing using fictitious idealizations for reasons more to do with 



model tractability than with a genuine interest of understanding and explaining features of real 

economies.  

Many of the model assumptions made by neoclassical economics are restrictive rather than 

harmless and could a fortiori anyway not in any sensible meaning be considered approximations 

at all.  

Below I will give three examples from neoclassical economics textbooks – on wage rigidities, the 

law of demand and revealed preferences – amply justifying this rather harsh judgment. In doing 

this, I also hope to contribute to the ongoing and necessary work on constructing a 

deprogramming manual for survivors of undergraduate courses in neoclassical economics. 

 

On Keynes and wage rigidity 

Among intermediate neoclassical macroeconomics textbooks, Charles Jones’s textbook 

Macroeconomics (2nd ed, W W Norton, 2010) stands out as perhaps one of the better 

alternatives. Unfortunately it also contains some utter nonsense! In a chapter on “The Labor 

Market, Wages, and Unemployment” Jones writes: 

The point of this experiment is to show that wage rigidities can lead to 

large movements in employment. Indeed, they are the reason John 

Maynard Keynes gave, in The General Theory of Employment, Interest, 

and Money (1979 (1936)), for the high unemployment of the Great 

Depression. 

This is of course pure nonsense. For although Keynes in General Theory devoted substantial 

attention to the subject of wage rigidities, he certainly did not hold the view that wage rigidities 

were “the reason … for the high unemployment of the Great Depression.” 

Since unions/workers, contrary to classical assumptions, make wage-bargains in nominal terms, 

they will – according to Keynes – accept lower real wages caused by higher prices, but resist 

lower real wages caused by lower nominal wages. However, Keynes held it incorrect to attribute 

“cyclical” unemployment to this diversified agent behaviour. During the depression money 

wages fell significantly and – as Keynes noted – unemployment still grew. Thus, even when 

nominal wages are lowered, they do not generally lower unemployment. 

In any specific labour market, lower wages could, of course, raise the demand for labour. But a 

general reduction in money wages would leave real wages more or less unchanged. The 

reasoning of the classical economists was, according to Keynes, a flagrant example of the 

“fallacy of composition.” Assuming that since unions/workers in a specific labour market could 

negotiate real wage reductions via lowering nominal wages, unions/workers in general could do 

the same, the classics confused micro with macro. 



Lowering nominal wages could not – according to Keynes – clear the labour market. Lowering 

wages – and possibly prices – could, perhaps, lower interest rates and increase investment. But to 

Keynes it would be much easier to achieve that effect by increasing the money supply. In any 

case, wage reductions was not seen by Keynes as a general substitute for an expansionary 

monetary or fiscal policy. 

Even if potentially positive impacts of lowering wages exist, there are also more heavily 

weighing negative impacts – management-union relations deteriorating, expectations of on-going 

lowering of wages causing delay of investments, debt deflation et cetera. 

So, what Keynes actually did argue in General Theory, was that the classical proposition that 

lowering wages would lower unemployment and ultimately take economies out of depressions, 

was ill-founded and basically wrong. 

To Keynes, flexible wages would only make things worse by leading to erratic price-fluctuations. 

The basic explanation for unemployment is insufficient aggregate demand, and that is mostly 

determined outside the labor market. 

To mainstream neoclassical theory the kind of unemployment that occurs is voluntary, since it is 

only adjustments of the hours of work that these optimizing agents make to maximize their 

utility. Keynes on the other hand writes in General Theory: 

The classical school [maintains that] while the demand for labour at the 

existing money-wage may be satisfied before everyone willing to work at 

this wage is employed, this situation is due to an open or tacit agreement 

amongst workers not to work for less, and that if labour as a whole would 

agree to a reduction of money-wages more employment would be 

forthcoming. If this is the case, such unemployment, though apparently 

involuntary, is not strictly so, and ought to be included under the above 

category of ‘voluntary’ unemployment due to the effects of collective 

bargaining, etc … 

The classical theory … is best regarded as a theory of distribution in 

conditions of full employment. So long as the classical postulates hold 

good, unemployment, which is in the above sense involuntary, cannot 

occur. Apparent unemployment must, therefore, be the result either of 

temporary loss of work of the ‘between jobs’ type or of intermittent 

demand for highly specialised resources or of the effect of a trade union 

‘closed shop’ on the employment of free labour. Thus writers in the 

classical tradition, overlooking the special assumption underlying their 

theory, have been driven inevitably to the conclusion, perfectly logical on 

their assumption, that apparent unemployment (apart from the admitted 

exceptions) must be due at bottom to a refusal by the unemployed factors 

to accept a reward which corresponds to their marginal productivity … 

Obviously, however, if the classical theory is only applicable to the case 

of full employment, it is fallacious to apply it to the problems of 



involuntary unemployment – if there be such a thing (and who will deny 

it?). The classical theorists resemble Euclidean geometers in a non-

Euclidean world who, discovering that in experience straight lines 

apparently parallel often meet, rebuke the lines for not keeping straight – 

as the only remedy for the unfortunate collisions which are occurring. 

Yet, in truth, there is no remedy except to throw over the axiom of 

parallels and to work out a non-Euclidean geometry. Something similar is 

required to-day in economics. We need to throw over the second postulate 

of the classical doctrine and to work out the behaviour of a system in 

which involuntary unemployment in the strict sense is possible. 

Unfortunately, Jones’s macroeconomics textbook is not the only one containing this kind of utter 

nonsense on Keynes. Similar distortions of Keynes’s views can be found in , e. g., the economics 

textbooks of the “New Keynesian” – a grotesque misnomer – Greg Mankiw. How is this 

possible? Probably because these economists have but a very superficial acquaintance with 

Keynes’s own works, and rather depend on second-hand sources like Hansen, Samuelson, Hicks 

and the likes. Fortunately there is a solution to the problem. Keynes’s books are still in print. 

Read them! 

 

The Law of Demand and the Sonnenschein-Mantel-Debreu theorem 

As is well-known, Keynes used to criticize the more traditional economics for making the fallacy 

of composition, which basically consists of the false belief that the whole is nothing but the sum 

of its parts. Keynes argued that in the society and in the economy this was not the case, and that a 

fortiori an adequate analysis of society and economy couldn’t proceed by just adding up the acts 

and decisions of individuals. The whole is more than a sum of parts. 

This fact shows up already when orthodox – neoclassical – economics tries to argue for the 

existence of The Law of Demand – when the price of a commodity falls, the demand for it will 

increase – on the aggregate. 

In one of the most used undergraduate textbook in economics used today, Greg Mankiw’s and 

Mark Taylor’s Economics (p. 70-71), we read: 

Because the quantity demanded falls as the price rises and rises as the 

price falls, we say that the quantity demanded is negatively related to the 

price. This relationship between price and quantity demanded is true for 

most goods in the economy and, in fact, is so pervasive that economists 

call it the law of demand: other things equal, when the price of a good 

rises, the quantity demanded of the good falls, and when the price falls, 

the quantity demanded rises. … 



To analyse how markets work, we need to determine the market demand, 

which is the sum of all the individual demands for a particular good or 

service. … 

The market demand curve shows how the total quantity demanded of a 

good varies as the price of the good varies, while all the other factors that 

affect how much consumers want to buy, such as income and taste, 

amongst other things, are held constant.  

But although it may be said that one succeeds in establishing The Law for single individuals, it is 

a well established fact – firmly established already in 1976 in the Sonnenschein-Mantel-Debreu 

theorem – that it isn’t possible to extend The Law of Demand to apply on the market level, unless 

one makes ridiculously unrealistic assumptions such as individuals all having homothetic 

preferences – which actually implies that all individuals have identical preferences. 

This can only be conceivable if there is in essence only one actor – the (in)famous representative 

actor. So, yes, it is possible to generalize The Law of Demand – as long as we assume that on the 

aggregate level there was only one commodity and one actor. What a generalization! Does this 

sound reasonable? Of course not. This is – again – pure nonsense! 

How has neoclassical economics reacted to this devastating findig? Judging from how Mankiw, 

Taylor and hordes of other mainstream neoclassical economists handle it, basically by looking 

the other way, ignoring it and hoping that no one sees that the emperor is naked. 

Having gone through a handful of the most frequently used textbooks of economics at the 

undergraduate level today, I can only conclude that the models that are presented in these modern 

neoclassical textbooks try to describe and analyze complex and heterogeneous real economies 

with a single rational-expectations-robot-imitation-representative-agent.  

That is, with something that has absolutely nothing to do with reality. And – worse still – 

something that is not even amenable to the kind of general equilibrium analysis that they are 

thought to give a foundation for, since Hugo Sonnenschein (1972) , Rolf Mantel (1976) and 

Gérard Debreu (1974) unequivocally showed that there did not exist any condition by which 

assumptions on individuals would guarantee neither stability nor uniqueness of the equlibrium 

solution. 

So what modern economics textbooks present to students are really models built on the 

assumption that an entire economy can be modeled as a representative actor and that this is a 

valid procedure. But it is not, as the Sonnenschein-Mantel-Debreu theorem irrevocably has 

shown. 

Of course one could say that it is too difficult on undergraduate levels to show why the procedure 

is right and to defer it to master and doctoral courses. It could justifiably be reasoned that way – 

if what you teach your students is true, if The Law of Demand is generalizable to the market level 

and the representative actor is a valid modeling abstraction! But in this case it’s demonstrably 



known to be false, and therefore this is nothing but a case of scandalous intellectual dishonesty. 

It's like telling your students that 2 + 2 = 5 and hope that they will never run into Peano's axioms 

of arithmetics. 

For almost forty years neoclassical economics itself has lived with a theorem that shows the 

impossibility of extending the microanalysis of consumer behaviour to the macro level (unless 

making patently and admittedly insane assumptions). Still after all these years pretending in their 

textbooks that this theorem does not exist – none of the textbooks I investigated even mention the 

existence of the Sonnenschein-Mantel-Debreu theorem – is really outrageous. 

 

Revealed preferences and the revolution that was called off 

In 1938 Paul Samuelson offered a replacement for the then accepted theory of utility. The 

cardinal utility theory was discarded with the following words: “The discrediting of utility as a 

psychological concept robbed it of its possible virtue as an explanation of human behaviour in 

other than a circular sense, revealing its emptiness as even a construction” (1938, 61). According 

to Samuelson, the ordinalist revision of utility theory was, however, not drastic enough. The 

introduction of the concept of a marginal rate of substitution was considered “an artificial 

convention in the explanation of price behavior” (1938, 62). One ought to analyze the consumer's 

behaviour without having recourse to the concept of utility at all, since this did not correspond to 

directly observable phenomena. The old theory was criticized mainly from a methodological 

point of view, in that it used non-observable concepts and propositions. 

The new theory should avoid this and thereby shed “the last vestiges of utility analysis” (1938, 

62). Its main feature was a consistency postulate which said “if an individual selects batch one 

over batch two, he does not at the same time select two over one” (1938, 65). From this 

“perfectly clear” postulate and the assumptions of given demand functions and that all income is 

spent, Samuelson in (1938) and (1938a), could derive all the main results of ordinal utility theory 

(single-valuedness and homogeneity of degree zero of demand functions, and negative semi-

definiteness of the substitution matrix). 

In 1948 Samuelson no longer considered his “revealed preference” approach a new theory. It was 

then seen as a means of revealing consistent preferences and enhancing the acceptability of the 

ordinary ordinal utility theory by showing how one could construct an individual's indifference 

map by purely observing his market behaviour. Samuelson concluded his article by saying that 

“[t]he whole theory of consumer's behavior can thus be based upon operationally meaningful 

foundations in terms of revealed preference” (1948, 251). As has been shown lately, this is true 

only if we inter alia assume the consumer to be rational and to have unchanging preferences that 

are complete, asymmetrical, non-satiated, strictly convex, and transitive (or continuous). The 

theory, originally intended as a substitute for the utility theory, has, as Houthakker clearly notes, 

“tended to become complementary to the latter” (1950, 159). 



Only a couple of years later, Samuelson held the view that he was in a position “to complete the 

programme begun a dozen years ago of arriving at the full empirical implications for demand 

behaviour of the most general ordinal utility analysis” (1950, 369). The introduction of 

Houthakker's amendment assured integrability, and by that the theory had according to 

Samuelson been “brought to a close" (1950, 355). Starting “from a few logical axioms of demand 

consistency ... [one] could derive the whole of the valid utility analysis as corollaries” (1950, 

370). Since Samuelson had shown the “complete logical equivalence” of revealed preference 

theory with the regular "ordinal preference approach,” it follows that “in principle there is 

nothing to choose between the formulations” (1953, 1). According to Houthakker (1961, 709), 

the aim of the revealed preference approach is “to formulate equivalent systems of axioms on 

preferences and on demand functions.” 

But if this is all, what has revealed preference theory then achieved? As it turns out, ordinal 

utility theory and revealed preference theory are – as Wong puts it – “not two different theories; 

at best, they are two different ways of expressing the same set of ideas” (2006, 118). And with 

regard to the theoretically solvable problem, we may still concur with Hicks that “there is in 

practice no direct test of the preference hypothesis” (1956, 58). 

Sippel’s experiments showed “a considerable number of violations of the revealed preference 

axioms” (1997, 1442) and that from a descriptive point of view – as a theory of consumer 

behaviour – the revealed preference theory was of a very limited value. 

Today it seems as though the proponents of revealed preference theory have given up the original 

1938-attempt at building a theory on nothing else but observable facts, and settled instead on the 

1950-version of establishing “logical equivalences.” 

Mas-Collel et al. concludes their presentation of the theory by noting that “for the special case in 

which choice is defined for all subsets of X [the set of alternatives], a theory based on choice 

satisfying the weak axiom is completely equivalent to a theory of decision making based on 

rational preferences” (1995, 14). 

Kreps holds a similar view, pointing to the fact that revealed preference theory is “consistent with 

the standard preference-based theory of consumer behavior” (1990, 30). 

The theory of consumer behavior has been developed in great part as an attempt to justify the 

idea of a downward-sloping demand curve. What forerunners like e.g. Cournot (1838) and Cassel 

(1899) did was merely to assert this law of demand. The utility theorists tried to deduce it from 

axioms and postulates on individuals' economic behaviour. Revealed preference theory tried to 

build a new theory and to put it in operational terms, but ended up with just giving a theory 

logically equivalent to the old one. As such it also shares its shortcomings of being empirically 

nonfalsifiable and of being based on unrestricted universal statements. 

As Kornai (1971, 133) remarked, “the theory is empty, tautological. The theory reduces to the 

statement that in period t the decision-maker chooses what he prefers … The task is to explain 

why he chose precisely this alternative rather than another one.” Further, pondering Amartya 



Sen's verdict of the revealed preference theory as essentially underestimating “the fact that man is 

a social animal and his choices are not rigidly bound to his own preferences only” (1982, 66) and 

Georgescu-Roegen's (1966, 192-3) apt description, a harsh assessment of what the theory 

accomplished should come as no surprise: 

Lack of precise definition should not ... disturb us in moral sciences, but 

improper concepts constructed by attributing to man faculties which he 

actually does not possess, should. And utility is such an improper concept 

… [P]erhaps, because of this impasse ... some economists consider the 

approach offered by the theory of choice as a great progress ... This is 

simply an illusion, because even though the postulates of the theory of 

choice do not use the terms 'utility' or 'satisfaction', their discussion and 

acceptance require that they should be translated into the other vocabulary 

... A good illustration of the above point is offered by the ingenious 

theory of the consumer constructed by Samuelson. 

Nothing lost, nothing gained!  

When talking of determining people's preferences through observation, Hal Varian in his 

intermediate microeconomics textbook, for example, has “to assume that the preferences will 

remain unchanged” and adopts “the convention that ... the underlying preferences ... are known to 

be strictly convex.” He further postulates that the “consumer is an optimizing consumer.” If we 

are “willing to add more assumptions about consumer preferences, we get more precise estimates 

about the shape of indifference curves” (2006, 119-123, author's italics). Given these 

assumptions, and that the observed choices satisfy the consistency postulate as amended by 

Houthakker, one can always construct preferences that “could have generated the observed 

choices.” This does not, however, prove that the constructed preferences really generated the 

observed choices, “we can only show that observed behavior is not inconsistent with the 

statement. We can't prove that the economic model is correct.” 

Just as the Sonnenschein-Mantel-Debreu theorem, the case of revealed preference theory, turns 

out to be a splendid example of how unsuccessful have been the attempts of mainstream 

economics theory to deduce a law of demand from the neoclassical postulates of rational choice – 

and of the rather intellectually dishonest efforts at shoving foundational problems under the rug 

in mainstream economics textbooks. 
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